
The sports hall is situated at Dworcowa Street in
Drawsko Pomorskie, at a short distance from the
centre of the town. The hall can be found without any
problems. The building is a part of the middle school
complex. 

 

The hall, constructed in 2006, is a modern sports
facility which satisfies all the requirements set for this
kind of facilities. The hall was built by the Adam
Mickiewicz Middle School in Drawsko Pomorskie and
it is connected to the school building. Nonetheless, the
hall operates as an independent facility and it is open
to everyone. The building houses a full size court
whose dimensions are 24 m x 44 m, which enables
matches of handball, futsal, basketball and volleyball
to be played. The sports hall was also adjusted so that
it can hold tennis matches. There are extendable
spectator stands for supporters with 180 seats. The
building is also equipped with an electronic results
board, goals and curtain dividers which can divide the
hall into three smaller parts. The sports hall has fully
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equipped social area with changing rooms, toilets,
referee rooms and storage rooms. There is also a fully
equipped gym. As the building is situated next to a
middle school, during the school year, before 3 p.m. it
is used by the school for the purposes of physical
education lessons. After 3 p.m. the hall is used by
sports clubs and associations and all people who will
rent the hall based on a commercial agreement. 
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